Global Education Network Society’s
WORLD BOOK DAY AT GBS LIBRARY
Global Business School, Hubli organized the World Book Day on 23-4-2013 to 25-4-2013 at

its Library to celebrate the International Day of the Book or World Book Days.
The World book day was celebrated in a unique way at Global Business school library by
having a Book Display of
various
and
vivid
collations.
World Book Day is a
yearly event on 23 April,
organized by UNESCO to
promote
reading,
publishing and copyright.
In 1995, UNESCO decided
that the World Book and Copyright Day would be celebrated on this date the date is also
the anniversary of the birth and death of William Shakespeare, the death of Miguel de
Cervantes, Inca Garcilaso de la Vega and Josep Pla, and the birth of Maurice Druon, Manuel
Mejía Vallejo and Halldór Laxness.
Hence GBS Library decided to mark this event with its own style of celebrating it to
promote reading habits and create awareness about the vast collection of the library.
On the first day that is on 23/4/2013 the books on case studies covering various subject
cases with solutions were on the display. In addition to the books the compact disc of case
studies were also the part of the exhibition.

Global Education Network Society’s
The second day was on the books related to General Management. The library having a vast
collection of General Management were display and the users of the library were extremely
a happy to see the vast collections

DR.RAMAKANT KULKARNI DURING THE BOOK DISPLAY

STUDENTS DURING THE WORLD BOOK DAY

The Third and the concluding day was on fictions and it was also able to pull lots of
attention of students and faculties.
Objective
The main objective of holding a book display is to make students friendlier about books,
which is always not possible by only seeing the jacket of the book or reading book reviews.
To create awareness and to establish the habit of reading in its students.
Conclusion: All though library follows an open access system , the users still ignore the
books kept in the racks and never takes pain to reach through the books and when such
book display is organized suddenly you find that the users are taken aback to see such rich
collection of books.
Surprising when the book display was arranged the reservation of books went on a high
speed and appreciation and realizing that library had some wonderful collection was
realized. The event was successful as the users showed overwhelming response.
During the period of one year GBS library has given its best to attract the users through
conducting many programs and more over it has used the GBS FOCUS newsletter to attract
the user’s community and had been a part of appreciation from the Faculty and students,
we heartily congratulate the Library Team for carrying out an excellent Show.
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